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Quest Announces Battery-Powered Mobile
Wireless Surgical Video Display Solution
The Associated Press
Quest International, Inc., a leading supplier of medical imaging display technologies
and information technology solutions, today announced the availability of the
AlphaView@ Battery-Powered Mobile Video Cart. The newly announced wireless HD
video, surgical display system feature a 32 inch, 2.3 megapixel medical-grade LCD
on a heavy-duty battery-powered mobile cart. Under typical operating conditions,
the AVC2F4P-CART will power the 32 inch LCD monitor for up to 8 hours between
charges.
"Healthcare video applications are rapidly evolving and the introduction of the
AlphaView Battery-Powered Mobile Cart allows facilities to adapt to these new
demands," said Shawn Arshadi, President and Chief Executive Officer of Quest
International. "Until now, surgical displays were typically mounted to booms or
towers. With the AlphaView Battery-Powered Mobile Cart that valuable asset is now
able to move where it's needed, when it's needed," Arshadi continued.
The AlphaView mobile video system ships complete with a medical-grade 32 inch
HD LCD, heavy-duty rolling cart, foot pedal controlled height adjustable mounting
column, 76.8 Ah (Amp-Hour) lithium-ion battery pack and 60GHz HD video receiver
and transmitter, allowing picture-perfect wireless reception up to 10 meters from
the video source.
The 32 inch (1,920 x 1,080) medical-grade display produces HD images with over 2
million pixels and a 1300:1 contrast ratio, delivering the superb image quality
needed in surgical settings.
Other features and advantages of the surgical display include the following: - Bright
LCD Full HD resolution (1920 x 1080 full HD) - Clear 1080p artifact-free images 178 degree viewing angle - Anti-reflective protective overlay - Fully compatible with
most HD video camera systems - Liquid drop safe aluminum enclosure (IPX1) Display is medically certified: UL60601-1, FCC-B, CE, CCC, CAN/CSA, ICES-001, VCCIB, Medical Class 1 The AlphaView Battery-Powered Mobile Video Cart, AVC2F4PCART, is currently available for sale with pricing available upon request.
AlphaView offers a complete line of cost effective medical imaging, diagnostic and
surgical displays available exclusively through Quest International. For more
information on the AlphaView medical display product line, visit
www.alphaviewlcd.com [1].
About Quest International, Inc.
Quest International, Inc. is a global supplier of imaging display technologies and
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information technology solutions in the healthcare industry. Since 1982 Quest's IT
Solutions teams and Imaging Professionals have provided in-depth expertise,
service and solutions to hospitals, imaging centers, and healthcare OEMs.
ISO 9001:2008, 13485:2003 14001:2004, and ANSI/ESD S20.20-2007 registered,
Quest International has twice been awarded Siemens Healthcare's Best Global
Supplier of the Year Award and GE Healthcare's Repair Supply Chain Excellence
Award. Quest continuously strives to deliver quality, service and value to every
customer.
For more information, please visit www.questinc.com [2] or email Quest
International, Inc. at marketing@questinc.com [3].
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